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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 

WILLIAM W. TUCK AND AUGUST WASSMANN, OF NEW YORK, N. Y., 
ASSIGNORS TO ABBOT AUGUSTUS LOW, OF SAME PLACE. 

REVERSING - GEAR. 

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 663,372, dated December 4, 1900. 
Application filed March 12, 1900, serial No. 8,337. (No model.) 

To Gu,ZZ zU/a,O?#na, ö?ü Tna/0tg/ CO72»C627°7uv: 
Be it, known that we, WILLIAM W.TUCK, a 

resident of New York, borough of Brooklyn, 
county of Kings, and AUGUST WASSMANN, a 
resident of New York, (Astoria,) borough of 
Queens, county of Queens, State of New York, 
citizens of the United States of America, have 
invented an Improved Reversing-Gear, of 
which the following is a specification. 
The object of our invention is to construct 

a simple and efficient reversing-gear such as 
shall be specially applicable for use on power 
driven launches, automobiles, &c. 

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is 
a longitudinal section of our reversing-gear. 
Fig. 2 is a plan view of part of the same on a 
somewhat-larger scale. Fig. 3 is a View look 
ing in the direction of the arrow 1, Fig. 2; 
and Fig. 4 is an enlarged sectional view look 
ing in the direction of the arrow 2, Fig. 2. 

In the particular construction of our in ven 
tion illustrated in the drawings the arrange 
ment of shafting is such as would be used in ap 
plying the gear to a power-driven launch; but 
it will be understood that our invention may 
be applied to other arrangements of shafting. 

In the present instance, A is the driven shaft, 
to which rotary motion is applied from the 
motor, and Z is the shaft to be driven in one 
direction or the other. This driven shaft Z. 
is shown as provided with a bearing at X, 
while at the inner end 2 it finds a bearing 
within the end of the driving-shaft A, but in 
such a Way that the driven shaft Z can have 
a short longitudinal motion imparted to it by 
any Suitable means, as through a lever F, piv 
oted at f to a bracket on a fixed framework 
G, this lever Facting on a collar 2, pinned or 
otherwise Secured to the shaft Z. 
To the end of the driving-shaft A is secured, 

by means of a nut CL or otherwise, an inclos 
ing casing consisting of a wheel B and a cyl 
inder B', inclosing the gearing, hereinafter 
described. The wheel B and casing B' have 
opposite internal conical friction-surfaces b 
and l'. Working in conjunction with these 
two comical clutching-surfaces are two fric 
tion-disks C and C', carried by and free to 
move endwise or longitudinally with the 
movement of the shaft Z, so as to bring the 
disk C into frictional engagement with the 
surface b or to bring the disk C' into fric 
tional engagement with the surface b', the 

gagement, with its friction-surface. 
other disk being in each case free from en 

Of these 
two clutching-disks one (marked C) is shrunk 
onto or otherwise firmly fixed to the shaft Z, 
so as to rotate with it, while the other disk, C', 
is free to turn upon a sleeve D, which in turn 
is loose or can rotate freely on this shaft Z, 
but is held end wise in position against the 
hub of the disk C by means of a suitable col 
lar d. The tWo fricetion -disks C and C" a, re 
geared together preferably through a pair of 
pinions 4 4, turning on radial pins 6, carried 
by the hub of the sleeve D, and meshing with 
bevel-wheels 3 and 5, secured to or formed 
in one with their respective disks C and C. 
The sleeve D, which turns upon the shaft 

Z, extends out through an opening in the end 
of the easing B" and has there secured to itu, 
by means of keys e or otherwise, a brake 
wheel E, which thus lies adjacent to the open 
ing in the end of the inclosed casing through 
which the shaft, Z, passes. We prefer to form 
a V-shaped groove in the periphery of this 
brake-wheel E and to employ in connection 
there with a pair of brake-levers H and H', 
hinged together at h, Figs. 2 and 3. One of 
these brake-levers. Hishinged to the cranked 
or eccentric pin J, secured to a bracket on 
the frame by nutsi in such a way that it can 
be adjusted rotarily when necessary, Figs. 3 
and 4. The corresponding end of the other 
lever H" is connected by a link h' to a lever 
K, the pivot-pin of which passes through a 
vertical slot in a bracket g on the frame. 
The connections of the brake-levers H H to 
the pin J and lever K are such as to allow 
the levers to move freely with the end Wise 
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9o 
movement of the shaft Z and wheel E, as shown 
in Figs. 2 and 4. A set-screw le" can be ad 
justed to act as an adjustable bearing-piece 
for the upper side of the pivot-pin ke as may 
be desired, for in the operation of the device 
when applying the brake-levers to the wheel 
Ethis pivot-pink of the lever K will be forced 
up to a bearing against this set-screw k'. As 
shown in Fig. 4, the left-hand end of the le 
ver K is connected by a link m (set at an an 
gle, as shown ) to lugs on the operating-lever 
F. To the outer end of this lever F is con 
nected a rod f to move the driven shaft Z. 
with its gear end wise in one direction or the 
other to reverse the motion. The parts may 
be left in the midway position in which they 
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are shown in the drawings when the shaft Z. 
is to be disengaged from connection with the 
shaft A. 
When the shaft Z is to be driven in the 

same direction as the driving-shaft A, the le 
ver F is operated to move the shaft Z end 
wise or longitudinally in the direction of the 
arrow 1, Fig. 1, to bring the disk C into firm 
frictional or driving contact with the wheel 
B. Under these conditions the shaft Z will 
be driven in the same direction and with the 
same speed as the shaft A. At the same 
time, the disk C' being then free from contact 
with the surface b' of the casing B' on the 
shaft A, this disk C' and the gearing will by 
simple friction run around idly in the same 
direction as and with the disk C. 
When the shaft Z is to be driven in the op 

posite direction from that in which the shaft 
A is driven, endwise motion is imparted to 
the shaft Z in the direction of the arrow 2, 
Fig. 2, so as to free the clutch-disk C from 
the conical surface b of the wheel B on the 
shaft A and to bring the clutch C' into en 
gagement with the conical surface b' of the 
casing B'. This same movement of the lever 
F, which has been employed to move the shaft 
Z endwise, will hold or brake the sleeve car 
rying the gear-that is, through the link in 
it will raise the corresponding end of the le 
ver K, Fig. 4, and press its opposite end to 
cause the clamping-levers H and H' to grip 
the brake-wheel E, and hence stop the rota 
tion of the sleeve D. Then the connections 
between the driving-shaft A and the driven 
shaft Z will be through the casing B", disk C, 
bevel-wheel 3, pinions 4, bevel-wheel 5, and 
disk C, which is fixed to the shaft Z, and con 
sequently this shaft Z will then be driven in 
the opposite direction to that in which the 
shaft A is driven. 
The link n forms a species of toggle connec 

tion, so that in moving it over from the posi 
tion shown by full lines in Fig. 4 to that shown 
by dotted lines to apply the brake the clutch 
disk C' will have full opportunity to make firm 
connection with the friction-face b' before the 
brake-levers are drawn home. 
We claim as our invention 
1. A reversing-gear comprising a driving 

shaft and a pair of clutching members carried 
thereby, in combination with a driven shaft, 
two friction-disks carried by said driven shaft 
and corresponding with said clutching mem 
bers, one of said disks being fast on the driven 
shaft, gearing connecting said disks and 
means for braking or holding the gearing be 
tween the disks. 

2. A reversing-gear comprising a driving 
shaft and a pair of friction members carried 
thereby, in combination with a driven shaft, a 
pair of friction-disks carried by the driven 
shaft to engage with said members, a loose 
sleeve upon said driven shaft, one of said disks 
being fast on the shaft, means for braking the 
said sleeve and intermediate gearing between 
the said disks and carried by the said sleeve. 
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3. A reversing-gear comprising a driving 
shaft, an inclosing casing thereon and inter 
nal conical clutching members carried by the 
casing in combination with a driven shaft ex 
tending within said casing and a pair of fric 
tion-disks carried by the driven shaft within 
the casing to engage with the said conical 
members, one of said disks being fast to the 
driven shaft and the other being loose there 
on, intermediate gearing between the disks 
and means for braking or holding the said 
gearing. 

4. A reversing-gear comprising a driving 
shaft, an inclosing casing thereon and oppo 
site internal clutching members carried by 
the casing, in combination with a driven shaft, 
a pair of clutching-disks carried by the driven 
shaft within said casing, one of said disks be 
ing fast to the driven shaft, a loose sleeve on 
the said shaft, gearing carried by the sleeve 
between the disks and a brake-wheel also car 
ried by the sleeve outside the casing with brak 
ing means for said wheel, substantially as de 
scribed. 

5. The combination of a driving-shaft and 
driven shaft and reversing-gear therefor with 
a brake-wheel for the reversing-gear, a sup 
porting-frame, a pair of clamping-levers for 
the brake-wheel with an adjustable crank or 
eccentric pin for the support of one of the 
clamping-levers. 

6. The combination of a driving and a 
driven shaft with intermediate reversing-gear 
and a brake-wheel therefor with a lever to ac 
tuate the reversing-gear, clamping-levers to 
act on the brake-wheel, lever connections be 
tween the operating-lever and the clamping 
levers and an adjustable bearing-piece for 
said lever connections, substantially as de 
scribed. 

7. A reversing-gear comprising a driving 
shaft and a pair of friction members thereon, 
in combination with a driven shaft, a pair of 
friction-disks on the driven shaft to engage 
with said members, a sleeve loose upon the 
driven shaft and gearing carried by the sleeve 
between the two disks, one of which is fast 
upon the driven shaft and the other is loose 
upon the sleeve, and means for braking said 
sleeve. . 

8. The combination of a driving and a 
driven shaft and reversing-gear with a brake 
wheel therefor, a lever to operate the revers 
ing-gear, clamping-levers to act on the brake 
wheel and toggle-lever connections between 
the clamping-levers and the operating-lever, 
with an adjustable pivot for the lever of the 
toggle, as and for the purpose described. 
In testimony whereof we have signed our 

names to this specification in the presence of 
two subscribing witnesses. 

WM. W. TUCK. 
AUGUST WASSMANN. 

Witnesses: 
JAMES W. EATON, 
SIDNEY L. PAINTER. 
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